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Topics
 Time & space: 
introducing model with scales & dimensions for 
watershed 
 Regime of stream runoff as 
multidimensional structure
 Diversity of global connections 
 Water budget in watershed 
following landscape diversity
 Use of hydrological 
time spatial structure in modeling - next step 
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 Time spatial distribution as a hydrologic structure
 Structure with dimensions, metrics & scales
 System of coordinate & scales for 
annual & seasonal stream runoff 
Time & space: introducing model 
with scales & dimensions for 
watershed
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Vertical slice of the 
Geographical Sphere with 
two independent elements: 
System of 
Anthropological Geography 
(SAG) & 
System of Physical Geography 
(SFG). 
Arrows indicate 
vertical & horizontal 
components of matter, energy 
& information circulating
(after Krcho, 1978)
The System 
Model of 
Geosphere
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System of watershed in terrain may consider as continental stream runoff 
system Sg2.
Continental stream runoff system Sg2 as a part of hydrosphere system 
Sa2 – stream runoff system may be written as: 
Sg2 = { gji, Rji }, where: 
gji - is a system of j- watershed basins (j = 1,2,3 ... n) with matrix of 
input {Wi}, matrix of output {Qi}, & matrix of states {Hi}, also with 
attributes (characteristics) of its formation (i = 1,2,3 ... p).
Ri is a matrix of relations between variables entering the matrices {Wi}, 
{Qi}, {H1i} of components under description & between them & 
variables entering matrices of states for components of contiguous 
spheres.
Any territory may be considered as a part of continental stream runoff 
system Sg2 and be presented with gji(j= 1, 2, 3 … n) watersheds.
GeoSystems (Landscapes)
& Watershed’s Structure & Relationships
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The g2 - stream runoff system 
as a part of a2- hydrosphere
may be presented as:
Sg2 = { gji, Rji },
System Model (a) 
for Watershed in Landscape,  
with Map of Conditions (b) 
&  Multilayer Map (c)
Any watershed gji for territory may 
be considered as a part of stream 
runoff system Sg2.
c
a
b
gji
Each of these components may be characterized by 
matrix of input {Wi}, matrix of output {Qi}, & matrix 
of states {Hi}.
System of Physical 
Geography Sphere (SFG) 
with five independent 
elements: 
a1- atmosphere, 
a2- hydrosphere, 
a3- lithosphere, 
a4- pedosphere, 
a5- biosphere.
where gJi- watershed.
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The components of watershed water 
balance in hydrograph
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Hydrograph separation method (De Wiest 1967)
Chart of proportions of 
annual  stream runoff for 
Great Lakes as average (1958-88)
The specific hydrologic characteristics used in analysis are:
- average annual stream runoff rate or yield [l/s/sq km or mm/year]
- average rate or yield of minimal monthly stream runoff [l/s/sq km or mm/year]
-coefficient of minimal ground-water contribution to stream runoff 
-[% or as a parts of 1.0]
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Elements of watershed water balance: 
P- precipitation, E- evapotranspiration, Q- runoff,  Qs- the surface water 
component of average annual runoff, ER- the average annual 
evapotranspiration from recharge area, ED- the average annual 
evapotranspiration from discharge area, R- the average annual ground water 
recharge, D- the average annual ground water discharge;  
X--X'- cross-section from shown in (b) - quantitative flow net & recharge-
discharge profile in a two-dimensional section across the heterogeneous 
groundwater basin (after Freeze and Cherry, 1979) 
Watershed water balance
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Drainage basins with local, intermediate and regional systems of
ground water flow (after Toth, 1963)
Watershed’s 3th dimension
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Watershed in 
landscape
Cross-sections for different 
hydrogeological settings, 
showing the influence of 
stratigraphy & structure on 
regional aquifer occurrence 
(after Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
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Scatterplots (2D and 3D) of relations of runoff 
with conditions of formation by elements of 
regionalization in the planes of factors 
Regression equation for parameters of runoff 
from attributes of conditions by elements of 
regionalization 
Maps of rivers and ground water runoff 
Ap*k - structure or runoff parameters  
relations by elements of regionalization 
m
Y=a0+Σ aixi + e, -
i=1
regression equation 
Table: Statistical criteria estimates of 
divisions by elements of regionalization 
Factor analyses, 
Step by step 
regression,
Student, Fisher & 
Nonparametric 
tests 
Parameters of 
runoff and  
attributes of 
atmosphere & 
lithosphere 
conditions by 
elements of 
regionalization
{qh, kh, Hh}
WatershedsRegional Basin 
7. Reevaluation and mapping of 
units with quazi-uniform landscape 
conditions (elements of 
regionalization),  reevaluation of the 
influence on river runoff components
(ground water and surface) 
Scatterplots (2D and 3D)  of relations of runoff 
with conditions of formation in the planes of 
factors 
Scatterplots (2D and 3D)  of distribution of 
watersheds by runoff and conditions of formation 
in the planes of factors 
Regression equation for characteristics of runoff 
from characteristics of conditions 
Ap*k – object dimensions and structure 
of relations of runoff with 
conditions of formation 
Fk*n – grouping of watersheds by 
generalized characteristics of 
runoff & conditions 
m
Y=a0+Σ aixi + e, -
i=1
regression equation 
Factor analyses & 
Step by step 
regression
Parameters of 
runoff and 
attributes of 
atmosphere & 
lithosphere 
conditions
{qj*i, kj*i, Tj*i, 
Wj*i, Hj*i} 
WatershedsRegional Basin 
6. Establishment of relationship 
between runoff parameters distribution 
& attributes of atmosphere & 
lithosphere components for watersheds 
Scatterplots (2D and 3D) of connection of runoff 
characteristics in the planes of factors  
Diagrams of distribution of watersheds by runoff 
characteristics in the planes of factors 
Ap*k – dimensions of process
& structure of relations 
Fk*n – grouping of watersheds by 
generalized characteristics 
Factor analyses
Runoff parameters
{qj*i, kj*i}, levels 
& temperatures
WatershedsRegional Basin 
5. Identification of relationship 
between surface & GW runoff 
parameters, min & max temperatures 
Scatterplots (2D and 3D)  of unification months 
in seasons & in year in the planes of factors.
Map of distribution watersheds, wells or stations 
with different seasonal pattern 
Ap*k – dimensions as number of 
seasons & structure of relations of 
months in a season in a year 
Fk*n – location of watershed, well or 
station in each season 
Factor analyses
Average values of 
runoff TS {Qj*i}, 
{Q’j*i} & 
meteodata TS 
{Tj*i}, Wj*i}
Watersheds. 
Stations or 
well of 
observation.
Global 
Regional 
Basin 
4. Description and mapping of regional 
features of seasonal average values for 
runoff, GWL & meteorological data 
Scatterplots (2D and 3D) of connections in 
the planes of factors.
Regression equation with other state indices or 
attributes of landscape.
Ap*k – structure of relations 
m
Y=a0+Σ aixi + e, -
i=1
regression equation 
Factor analyses & 
Step by step 
regression
TS of discharge
{Qj*i}, & state 
indices {Hj*i}
Years
Planet 
Global 
Regional 
Basin 
3. Establishment of association 
between multi-year runoff parameters 
& other state indices or attributes of 
landscape
Scatterplots (2D and 3D) of connections in the 
planes of factors 
Component curves for annual and seasonal 
runoff & smoothed component curves, 
Tables for time series parameters
Dendrograms of seasons and observation years
Ap*k – dimensions of process, 
grouping by seasons regime 
Fk*t – components for seasons. 
Ed - distances for months 
and observation years 
Factor,  Time 
series &
Cluster analyses
TS of discharge
{Qj*12,13}, level 
{Hj*12,13}, 
temperature 
{Tj*12,13} & 
{Wj*12,13} -
precipitation 
Years
Planet 
Global 
Regional 
Basin 
Station
2. Description of annual variability 
(dimension for intra-annual process, 
the most variable months and links 
with annual values) for runoff from 
watershed, ground water level (GWL) 
in wells & data from meteorological 
stations, trend analysis 
Map of multi-year variability patterns. 
Component curves for patterns &
smoothed component curves. 
Dendrograms of observation years. 
Tables for time series parameters 
Ap*k – dimensions of process, 
grouping by types of regime 
Fk*t – components for types of regime 
Ed - distances for watersheds
& observation years.
Factor, Time 
series &  Cluster 
analyses
Time series (TS) 
of discharge {Qj*i} 
temp.{Tj*n} & 
{Wj*n} –
precipitations 
Years
Global 
Regional 
Basin 
1. Identification and mapping of 
patterns of multi-year annual regime 
variability (stream runoff, air 
temperature, precipitation) for set of 
watersheds or stations   
Columns pRows t, n
Final graphics & equationsMatrixes of resultsStatisticalmethod
Initial matrix X(t,n)*pResearch 
levelGroup of tasks 
Tasks & Stat. Methods for System Analysis
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Research task may be presented 
as recovering of connections (Rji )
between & from four layers 
presented four geospheres to fifth 
– hydrosphere (g2); or inside it. 
Coding the conditions for 
watershed (a, b & c) & obtaining 
runoff characteristics  (d & e) lets 
to create initial matrix (Xn*j) & 
then to apply 
statistical analysis.
The use of 
System Model
a
b
X(n*j) =
c
e
Sm-1 (i,j), qm-1 …
Sm(2,1), qm …
…
Sm(3,1), qm …
Sm(2,2), qm …
Sm (3,2), qm …
Sm+1(i,j), qm+1 
…
conditions
runoff
d
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{Ri} 
is a matrix of relations 
between parts of landscape.
Entering the codes and numbers 
for initial matrix {Xn*p} we 
open the way to recovery 
connections those existing in 
landscape
Axis for hydrological space - principal 
components of initial data matrixes 
{Xn*p}, 
allow consider 
{Ri} 
as a time spatial structure.
The number of characteristics for 
elements of landscape and watershed 
are unlimited & for stable landscapes the 
set of watersheds with data allow to 
obtain statistical describe connections for 
any territory under research.
Rij
Regime of stream runoff as 
multidimensional 
structure
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Tasks from Table for GL basin & UP MI
# 1. Identification & mapping of patterns of multi-year annual 
runoff variability for set of watersheds
# 2. Description of annual variability 
(dimension for intra-annual process, 
the most variable months & links with annual values) 
for runoff from watershed & data from meteorological stations
# 3. Recovering of association between multi-year runoff 
parameters & other state indices or attributes of landscape
# 6. Establishment of relationship between runoff parameters 
distribution & attributes of atmosphere & lithosphere 
components for watersheds 
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Hydrologic Data 
• For U. S. Great Lakes 
Basin from source-
U.S. Geological Survey 
Hydro-Climatic Data 
Network (HCDN): 
Streamflow Data Set, 
1874 - 1988 By J. R. 
Slack, A. M. Lumb, and 
J. M. Landwehr. USGS 
Water-Resources 
Investigations Report 
93-4076.
• For Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan & Superior 
South Shore (UP MI) 
from source-
USGS Web site.
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Gauging stations 
with drainage areas (DA) 
within the US GL Basin & UP MI 
GL
UP MI
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Task # 1
Identification & mapping of patterns..
Initial matrix: Xt,*p
Rows: t – Years. 
Columns: p- Time series of discharge {Qj*i}
Matrixes of results: 
{Ak*p } – factor loadings,  
as dimensions of process (k), grouping by types of regime (p); 
{Ft*p } – factor scores, as components for types of regime 
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MN
UP MI
LP MI
OH
N
Y
5 regions based on factor analysis of 
annual streamflow, 1956-88
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Typical annual streamflow for 5 
regions as principal 
components (PC)
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UP MI
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Factor 3
N
Y
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Factor 5
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LP MI
MN
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Factor 2
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MN
Time spatial 5th dimensional 
sreamflow structure
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UP MI
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Factor 3 OH
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Factor 4
LP MI
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Task # 2
Dimension for intra-annual process …
Initial matrix: Xt,*p
Rows: t – Years; 
Columns: p - Time series of discharge {Qj*12,13}, 
Matrixes of results: 
{Ak*p } – factor loadings,  
as dimensions of process (k), grouping by seasons regime (p); 
{Ft*p } – factor scores, as components for seasons of regimeNa
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Seasonal structure for 
First & Fourth 
typical watershed’s stream runoff
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Seasonal charts PC for 
First & Fourth typical watershed
1.331.991.923.62Expl.Var
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Time spatial multi dimensional annual & 
seasonal sreamflow structure
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Factor 4 LP MI
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MN
UP MI
LP MI
OH
N
Y
Regions for GL (1956-88)
UP MI (1955-78)
Regimes of annual stream runoff 
– scale in research: GL & UP MI
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Annual streamflow regime FL for UP MI 
at five different time intervals
a- 1946-69 (20 gauging stations);    
b- 1954-93 (15);     c- 1955-69 (30);    
d- 1955-78 (21);     e- 1974-99 (14)
- Factor 1 scores;           - F 2;         - F 3 
a- 1946-69 b- 1954-93
c- 1955-69 d- 1955-78
e- 1974-99
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Time & spatial structure
 Distributions of regime patterns from different 
time intervals is stable for UP MI
 Short intervals with more stations help 
discovered the diversity of regime for UP MI 
 UP MI looks as homogeneous units from 
analysis of longer time interval (33) & fewer 
station    Nat
u
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Multidimensional annual & 
seasonal stream runoff with 
association  of atmospheric patterns
current & previous years 
monthly indices of: 
• Arctic Oscillation, 
• North Atlantic Oscillation, 
• Antarctic Oscillation and 
• Pacific/North American Oscillation
Climate – teleconnections
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Initial matrix: X,n*p
Rows: t – Years; 
Columns: p - Time series of discharge of 
annual & monthly runoff & climate data
{Qj*i}, {Tj*i}, {Wj*i}
Matrixes of results:
{Ak*p } – factor loadings,  as structure of relations; 
m
Y= a0 +   Σ aixi + e, -i=1
regression equation as description of recovered connection 
Task # 3
Recovering of association 
between multi-year runoff …
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Regressions and correlations analysis (RCA)
results for First and Fourth typical annual 
stream runoff with monthly teleconnection
indexes (MTI)
0.022.480.000.010.160.41Apra
R= .41 R²= .16 Adjusted R²= .14IV F
0.241.190.330.400.180.21Augn1
0.131.550.180.270.170.26Novn1
0.06-1.950.000.000.19-0.36Apra
0.181.380.180.240.170.23Dec1
0.30-1.050.35-0.370.18-0.19Sep1
0.052.100.310.640.170.36Jun
R= .58 R²= .34 Adjusted R²= .19I F
of Bof BETA p-levelt(26)
St. Err.
B
St. Err.
BETAFactor
Months of Arctic Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation (n), Antarctic Oscillation (Apra) 
and Pacific/North American Oscillation (p). Months from previous year indicated with 
(1). 
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Months of Arctic Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation (n), Antarctic Oscillation (Apra) 
and Pacific/North American Oscillation (p). Months from previous year indicated with 
(1). 
RCA results for factor scores of First typical 
watershed’s seasonal stream runoff with 
MTI
0.01-2.990.17-0.510.15-0.45Apr
R= .45 R²= .19 Adjusted R²= .17I F 4
0.022.480.250.610.150.38Jun1
R= .38 R²= .14 Adjusted R²= .12I F 3
0.261.160.120.130.160.18Jan
0.201.320.220.290.160.21Apr1
0.231.230.180.230.160.20Novn1
0.101.680.180.300.160.26Novn
0.201.320.340.450.160.21Augn1
0.02-2.400.18-0.440.16-0.39Novp
R= .54 R²= .28 Adjusted R²= .15I F 2
0.01-2.740.11-0.290.15-0.41Jan1
0.003.290.150.490.150.50Dec1
R= .53 R²= .28 Adjusted R²= .24I F 1
of Bof BETA p-levelt(26)
St. Err.
B
St. Err.
BETAFactor
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Months of Arctic Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation (n), and Pacific/North American 
Oscillation (p). Months from previous year indicated with (1).
RCA results for factor scores of Fourth typical 
watershed’s winter stream runoff & 
November’s (Nov) discharge with MTI
of Bof BETA p-levelt(26)
St. Err.
B
St. Err.
BETAFactor
0.30-1.052.83-2.980.15-0.16Sepp1
0.201.321.441.890.150.20Mar1
0.05-2.081.83-3.810.15-0.32Dec
0.03-2.241.99-4.440.16-0.35Novp1
0.03-2.272.99-6.770.15-0.35Sepp
R= .54 R²= .29 Adjusted R²= .19IV Nov
0.25-1.170.23-0.270.15-0.18Sepp1
0.17-1.410.24-0.340.16-0.23Sepp
0.12-1.590.15-0.240.16-0.26Dec
0.08-1.840.16-0.300.16-0.30Novp1
0.181.360.300.400.160.22Sep
0.111.650.120.190.160.26Mar1
0.191.350.150.200.160.22Dec1
R= .56 R²= .31 Adjusted R²= .15IV F 1
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Results:
*  Open way to research climate structures 
*  Reflect Global level for climate & regional for 
hydrology
*  Present differences in regime of annual & 
seasonal hydrological processes
Climate –
teleconnections
with structure
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Initial matrix: Xn*p
Rows: n - watersheds or stations of observation;
Columns: p - average values of annual & monthly stream 
runoff & climate data {Qj*i}, {Tj*i}, {Wj*i}
Matrixes of results:
{Ak*p } – factor loadings,  
as dimensions & structure of relations of runoff 
with conditions of formations; 
{Ft*p } –factor scores, as field for distributions of watershed 
with close seasonal runoff; 
m
Y= a0 +   Σ aixi + e, -i=1
regression equation as description of recovered connection 
Task # 6 – as spatial distribution of 
average hydrologic characteristics
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Monthly proportions of annual streamflow
for 45 watersheds US GL basin
Average for 1956-70
Blue – Maximum;
red – Mean;
green - Minimum
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Table of FL for monthly 
proportions 
of annual 
streamflow
(1956-70) for GL 
45 Watersheds
3.264.853.01Expl.Var
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0.280.89July
0.700.60June
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0.69-0.68April
-0.58-0.63-0.40March
-0.60-0.77February
-0.40-0.88January
0.10-0.91-0.25December
0.97November
0.800.390.43October
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Monthly proportion of annual streamflow,
Factor 1 scoresLow spring, 
high late summer
High spring, low 
late summer
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Scatterplot M2
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Factor Scores for 45 watersheds in plane 
of First & Second factors axis 
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Map Source: Keys et al. 1995, Ecological units of 
the eastern United States (scale 1:3,500,000). 
Atlanta, GA: U.S. DA, Forest Service.
Ecoregions for 
US Great Lakes basin
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Scatterplot M2
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Regionalization on the base of hydrologic 
characteristics with dimensions & scale
 Number of factor’s axis create seasonal characteristic space 
dimensions
 Distribution of watersheds in this space depends upon its 
hydrologic characteristics
 Groups of watersheds in hydrological space may with mutual 
landscape properties provide base for regionalization & hydrological 
map with average characteristics or its range 
 Map reflects regionalization of landscapes with different properties 
which present units with individual annual and seasonal regimes of 
stream runoff and also connections with climate components.  
 Map allows:  
 Development separate experts system for drought or flooding risk assessment and sustainable water 
management   
 Implication of distance information in decision making practice 
 Improvement local (region or state) level monitoring systems of components of landscape water balance
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For discussion
 Hydrological object has a scaled time-spatial structure of 
interaction (straight & feedback connections) with other 
components of landscape. 
 System model of landscape allows to formulate a 
research tasks, develop methods of analysis, interpret 
results & present they as a map
 Model of watershed have to be integrated in hydrologic 
space with specific dimensions, scales & metrics. 
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